## FEDERAL OFFICES
- **PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT**
  - John McCain
  - Sarah Palin
- **BAPACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN**
  - Barack Obama
  - Joe Biden

## STATE OFFICES
- **STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 24A**
  - Bob Gunther
  - Dale Huisken

## CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
- **CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND RUIZ CLEMMER**
  - Goser
- **ROGER CALERO AND ALYSON KENNEDY**
  - (Opponents)
- **RALPH NADER AND MATTHEW GONZALEZ**
  - Independent
- **BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT**
  - Libertarian
- **CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRYL CASTLE**
  - Constitution

## SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4
- **NO\textsuperscript{1}**
  - Mark S. Anderson
  - Marjorie Voy

## CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS
- Visit the Minnesota Constitution and amend to dedicate funding to protect our drinking water resources, to protect, enhance, and restore our wetlands, prairies, bogs, marshes, sandbars, farm and wildlife habitat, to preserve our natural and cultural heritage, and support our parks and trails used to protect, enhance, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater, by increasing the taxes and fees on taxable sales until the year 2005, by three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2005.

## COUNTY OFFICES
- **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4**
  - Supervisor must reside in Redwood or Rosendale Township
  - Vote for one

- **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 5**
  - Supervisor must reside in Antrim or South Branch Township
  - Vote for one

- **DEAN KARA**
  - Deacon Kara

## U.S. SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE
- **DEAN BAKLEY**
  - Independent
- **NORM COLEMAN**
  - Republican
- **AL FRANKER**
  - Democratic-Farmer-Labor
- **CHARLES ALDRICH**
  - Libertarian
- **JAMES NEMACKL**
  - Constitution

## U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 1 VOTE FOR ONE
- **GREGORY MIKIELSON**
  - Independent
- **BRIAN J. JAVIS**
  - Republican
- **TIL RAV**
  - Democratic-Farmer-Labor

## CITY OF ST. JAMES VOTE 01 PRECINCT
- **BOB MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN**
  - Republican
- **BAPACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN**
  - Democratic-Farmer-Labor
- **CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND RUIZ CLEMMER**
  - Goser
- **ROGER CALERO AND ALYSON KENNEDY**
  - (Opponents)
- **RALPH NADER AND MATTHEW GONZALEZ**
  - Independent
- **BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT**
  - Libertarian
- **CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRYL CASTLE**
  - Constitution

## VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
# STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

**WATONWAN COUNTY** | **STATE OF MINNESOTA** | **NOVEMBER 4, 2008**

## INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill (X) the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: ⭕

### CITY OFFICES
- **MAYOR**
  - GARYL STURM
  - voted for

- **COUNCIL MEMBER**
  - HARVEY VOTH
    - voted for
  - JOSHUA W. HAGEMAN
    - voted for

### JUDICIAL OFFICES
- **SUPREME COURT**
  - ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 1
    - VOTE FOR ONE
      - PAUL H. ANDERSON
        - supported
      - TIM TINGELESTAD
        - supported
      - wrote name

- **COUNCIL MEMBER**
  - ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4
    - VOTE FOR ONE
      - LONE SJURVEN GOLDEA
        - supported
      - DEBRA R. HEDLUND
        - supported
      - wrote name

### 5TH DISTRICT COURT
- **JUDGE 8**
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - TODD W. WESTHAL
      - supported
    - WENDA E. FLYNN
      - supported
    - wrote name

- **JUDGE 13**
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - DOUGLAS L. RICHARDS
      - supported
    - WENDA E. FLYNN
      - supported
    - wrote name

### SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES
- **SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER**
  - NO. 2 (St. James)
    - VOTE FOR UP TO THREE
      - TRAVIS BREGGEN
      - MICHELLE H. MOHLENBERG
      - TARRY S. STEVENS
      - AMY SANDERS
      - MARK R. ANDERSON

### COURT OF APPEALS
- **JUDGE 16**
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - DAN GRAFFITH
      - supported
    - TERRY L. STONEBURGER
      - supported
    - wrote name

- **JUDGE 17**
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - ROBERT D. WALKER
      - supported
    - wrote name

### 5TH DISTRICT COURT
- **JUDGE 5**
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - ROGER M. KLAPHAK
      - supported
    - JUDGES 10
      - HAROLD LAMMENG
        - supported
      - KEVIN G. ROSS
        - supported
      - wrote name

- **JUDGE 15**
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - BRUCE F. GROSS
      - supported
    - wrote name

### VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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